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	Rewriting is a form of inference, and one that interacts in several ways

	with other forms of inference such as decision procedures and proof search. We

	discuss a range of issues at the intersection of rewriting and inference. How can

	other inference procedures be combined with rewriting? Can rewriting be used to

	describe inference procedures? What are some of the theoretical challenges and

	practical applications of combining rewriting and inference? How can rewriters,

	decision procedures, and their combination be certified? We discuss these problems

	in the context of our ongoing effort to use PVS as a metatheoretic framework

	to construct a proof kernel for justifying the claims of theorem provers, rewriters,

	model checkers, and satisfiability solvers.

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on Rewriting Logic and its Applications, WRLA 2010, held as a satellite event of ETAPS 2010, Paphos, Cyprus, in March 2010. The 13 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 29 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on termination and narrowing; tools; the K framework; applications and semantics; maude model checking and debugging; and rewrite engines.
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Developing Multi-Agent Systems with JADE (Wiley Series in Agent Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Learn how to employ JADE to build multi-agent systems!    

    

    JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment framework) is a middleware for the development of applications, both in the mobile and fixed environment, based on the Peer-to-Peer intelligent autonomous agent approach. JADE enables developers to implement and...
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Pharamaceutical Parallel Trade in the UkCenter for the Study of Language, 2005

	Parallel trade in pharmaceuticals within the EU involves the legal repacking and reselling of genuine medicines and dates back to the 1970s when a number of pharmacists realized that drug prices varied significantly between member states. By 2002, the UK market for parallel-distributed pharmaceuticals represented £1,300 million. It is...
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Introduction to Programming Using PythonPrentice Hall, 2012

	Introduction to Programming Using Python    is intended for use in the introduction to programming course. 


	 


	Daniel Liang is known for his “fundamentals-first” approach to teaching programming concepts and techniques....
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Game Theory at Work: How to Use Game Theory to Outthink and Outmaneuver Your CompetitionMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Game theory—the study of how competitors act, react, and interact in the  strategic pursuit of their own self-interest—has become an essential competitive  tool in today’s business arena. Game Theory at Work provides examples of  how businesspeople can use this time-proven approach to successfully meet  competitive...
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Professional SQL Server 2008 Internals and TroubleshootingWrox Press, 2010
A hands-on resource for SQL Server 2008 troubleshooting methods and tools

SQL Server administrators need to ensure that SQL Server remains running 24/7. Authored by leading SQL Server experts and MVPs, this book provides in-depth coverage of best practices based on a deep understanding of the internals of both SQL Server and the Windows...
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Learn Cocoa on the Mac (Learn Series)Apress, 2010
The Cocoa frameworks are some of the most powerful frameworks for creating native desktop applications available on any platform today, and Apple gives them away, along with the Xcode development environment, for free!  However, for a first-time Mac developer, just firing up Xcode and starting to browse the documentation can be a daunting task....
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